Science of Subtle Energies

A new conceptual tool−The SummaTime Scale:
the “now-origin” cosmic time scale (presented logarithmically)−
defines an inside-out, observer-centered scientific cosmology that includes subtle energies:
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1. Electromagnetism divides
the cosmos into three distinct
but nested and non-separate
domains: OUTER,
INNER, & INNERMOST.
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2. Two of these three are
“inside the skin” of our body.
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3. Each domain displays
distinct features (see →*)
which could be first steps
toward a science of subtle
energies because:
4. These features also seem
to align with esoteric categories
“gross,” “subtle,” and “causal.”
5. Notice too: this is not “a time
line of history.” The “atoms” of
this cosmos are “Planckian
nows,” each of which
embraces the entire cosmos via
universal entanglement.
6. AND: the actual “viewer” is
outside of time, off scale, if
you will, at the Planckian end.
* all ideas and terminology subject to debate.
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End of Time? Right, but which end?
Big Bang End

Now End

?

View of conventional cosmology: I am a
material being facing an uncertain future;
I am a victim of Time.

View of anthropic cosmology*: I am a
spiritual being always identical to an
inherently spiritual cosmos; I am
master of Time.

?

View of the ordinary ego: I am stuck in
Time—scewered by the arrow of time no
matter which way I look.

Which one will we choose?
* observer-centered cosmology with a now-origin cosmoligcal timeline.
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